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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Philip Hall in 1940 [1] has pointed the way towards the classification of
prime power order. He said, “The question of what conditions a group G must
fulfill in order that it may be the central quotient group of another group H,
G = H/Z(H)
is an interesting one. However, while it is easy to write down a number of
necessary conditions, it is not so easy to be sure that they are sufficient.”
A group G is said to be capable if there exists a group K such that K/Z(K)
is isomorphic to G. There are groups which are not capable for example a group
G with G/T (G) of rank bigger than 1. The question of which finite p-groups are
capable plays an important role in their classification. Since the classification of
p-groups are not settled yet, we can classify all finite p-groups by knowing which
groups from that classification are capable groups.
The nonabelian tensor square is a special case of the nonabelian tensor
product which has its origin in homotopy theory. Topologists are interested in
explicit case for example explicit tensor squares. In this research, we focus on
the nonabelian tensor square G⊗G of a group G. The nonabelian tensor square
of a group G is generated by the symbols g⊗h, where g, h ∈ G subject to the
relations
2gg′⊗h = (gg′⊗gh)(g⊗h) and g⊗hh′ = (g⊗h)(hg⊗hh′)
for all g, g′, h, h′ ∈ G, where hg = hgh−1 denotes the conjugate of g by h. In 2000
and 2003, the homological functors have been determined for infinite metacyclic
groups and for the non-abelian 2-generator p-groups of class 2, respectively. In
this research, using the classification of the infinite non-abelian 2-generator groups
of nilpotency class 2 given by Sarmin in [2], we will determine which groups are
capable, and we will also determine some homological functors for all groups in
the classification, including the symmetric squares, the exterior squares and the
Schur multiplier.
1.2 Research Background
The classification of all two-generator p-groups of class two and
determination of their nonabelian tensor squares have been done in [3] for the
case p prime, p=2, in [4] for the case p = 2, and in [2] for the infinite case.
The nonabelian tensor squares, capability and homological functors for many
groups have been determined by many authors. In [5], the nonabelian tensor
squares for 2-Engel group have been determined. In [6], the nonabelian tensor
squares have been determined for infinite metacyclic groups. The nonabelian
tensor squares of the free 2-Engel groups have been determined by Blyth et all,
[7] in 2004. Earlier work by Miller [8] and Dennis [9] is in context with Schur
multipliers and algebraic K-theory, respectively are referred. Beuerle and Kappe
in [6] determined the capability using nonabelian tensor square and homological
functors of infinite metacyclic groups. Recent work of Bacon and Kappe in
[10] focuses the capability and homological functors for p-group of nilpotency
class two. Although, the classification of non-abelian 2-generator 2-groups was
determined in [4], the capability of these groups was determined by Magidin in
[11]. This research extends the applications on a wider basis which cover infinite
two-generator groups of nilpotency class two.
31.3 Problem Statement
To determine the capability of all infinite two-generator groups of
nilpotency class two and to compute their homological functors .
1.4 Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are:
1. To determine which of the groups in the classifications of infinite 2-generator
groups of nilpotency class 2 are capable.
2. To compute various functors of infinite 2-generator groups of nilpotency
class 2 including the symmetric squares, the exterior squares and the Schur
multiplier.
1.5 Scope of the Study
This research will focus only on the classification of infinite two-generator
groups of nilpotency class two.
1.6 Significance of Findings
The benefit of this research will be the development of new theorems
with proofs. The result obtained can be used for further research in related
areas. Articles or papers regarding this research have been and will be presented
nationally and internationally, and will be sent to be published in national and
international journals.
41.7 Research Methodology
The research starts from studying the classification of two-generator p-
groups of class two and the infinite case. As a preliminary research and warm up,
finite groups in the classification of finite 2-generator groups of nilpotency class
two are studied in details and the applications of these finite groups in probability
theory have been investigated. The results of this probability theory can be found
in [12]. Then research articles on the capability and homological functors by
several authors were studied. These include Beuerle and Kappe (2000), Bacon
and Kappe (2003), and Magidin (2006). The determination of capable groups
and various functors of all infinite two-generator groups of nilpotency class two
will be given. Some appropriate theorems with the proofs will be developed.
These results will be analyzed by Groups, Algorithms and Programming (GAP)
software.
1.8 Groups, Algorithms and Programming (GAP)
GAP is a system for computational discrete algebra, with emphasis on
computational group theory. GAP provides a programming language, a library
of functions that implement algebraic algorithms written in the GAP language as
well as libraries of algebraic objects such as for all non-isomorphic groups up to
order 2000.
GAP was started in 1986 at Lehrstuhl D fur Mathematik, RWTH Aachen,
Germany. After 1997, the development of GAP was coordinated from St Andrews.
Nowadays, GAP is developed and maintained by GAP centers in Aachen and
Braunschweig in Germany, Fort Collins in the USA and St Andrews in Scotland.
GAP is used in this research to verify the results found in determining the
homological functors of the infinite two-generator groups of nilpotency class two
of Type 2 and Type 4. Meanwhile for Type 1 and Type 3 groups, GAP is used
5to make a conjecture and futhermore to check the theoretical results obtained.
Some examples and detail explainations of the use of GAP are presented in both
Chapter 5 and Appendix A.
1.9 Thesis Organization
The first chapter serves as an introduction to the whole thesis. This
chapter introduces the concepts of capability and homological functors of groups.
Chapter 1 also includes research background, problem statement, research
objectives and research methodology. The scope of the study and the significance
of findings are also listed.
Chapter 2 includes the literature review of this research. Various works by
different authors regarding the capability and homological functors are presented.
This chapter also includes some basic results that will be used in the subsequent
chapters. The proofs of some results are given while some are omitted.
Chapter 3 presents the results on the capability of infinite 2-generator
groups of nilpotency class two. Some definitions and results on the capability by
several authors are also presented in this chapter. These definitions and results
are needed to prove our results in the main section of this chapter.
In Chapter 4, results on the homological functors of infinite 2-generator
groups of nilpotency class two are presented. The results are separated in different
theorems based on the types of groups and the condition of the parameters. The
nonabelian tensor squares of infinite 2-generator groups of nilpotency class two
had been given by [2] and are shown in the preliminary part of this chapter.
Chapter 5 provides GAP programmes that have been used to construct
examples for the homological functors of infinite 2-generator groups of nilpotency
class two (for each Types). GAP is used to check the theoretical results by
6the examples generated. The illustration of some examples and the detail
explaination of the interpretation of the commands used are provided in this
chapter.
The last chapter gives a summary of the whole research. It also gives some
suggestions for future research in this area.
